
Digital Humidity System Instructions for the Puppy Kitten Pet Incubator ICU 

 

The digital humidity controller is extremely reactive to RH changes (relative humidity) changes and is truly a 

state of the art controller. It uses a dual core processor for quicker reaction times and precise humidity 

control. It will also dehumidify which can be useful when puppies are older and putting off their own body 

temperature and increasing humidity levels inside the incubator. We are going to give you an explanation of 

how to use your controller below.    

      

The controller is simple to use although there is a slight learning curve to understanding the operation and 

settings of the controller. The controller can be set to a broad range and the internal settings can be adjusted 

to control your new incubator for a variety of uses. Let's get started!      

      

Your unit comes preset to 50 percent humidity by us when shipped out. The desired humidity ranges for most 

small animals are between 40% - 60% relative humidity with the target being 50%. Basically, small animals are 

comfortable where we are comfortable.       

      

Changing Humidity Settings: To change the humidity setting of your controller press the set button once. Then 

use the up/down arrow keys to raise or lower to your desired humidity setting. Holding in the up/down arrow 

will raise/lower the numbers quickly. Once you have reached your desired humidity setting press set again to 

confirm. The preset humidity number can be checked at any time by pressing the set button once.       

      

Changing Internal Settings: To change the internal settings of your controller you must hold in the set button 

for 3 seconds until you see an ‘HC’ pop up on the display screen. To move through each internal setting use 

your up or down arrows. Press set at any internal setting to make changes to that individual parameter. The 

internal setting controls will time out at 3 seconds if you do not hit any buttons and you will need to reenter 

the internal settings. An explanation of each is included below:       

      

The unit is currently set for heating mode and cannot be changed externally.      

      

CH - This is where you set the unit to humidify (H) or dehumidify (CH). If you want to add humidity via a pump 

you would want to set the unit to (H). This is what the unit is currently set to when it leaves our facility. If you 

want to dehumidify the unit you would want to set the unit to (C). If set to dehumidify you will need to use a 

dehumidifier or fan to extract the excess humidity from the unit. One neat trick to do is if you need to 

dehumidify you can plug the incubator cooling fan into the P side and set the unit to dehumidify. This will 

cause the fan to kick on/off at the desired settings to extract excessive humidity from the incubator.       

      

d – This is the difference (in percentage) over and under for the ‘P’ side to kick on/off. Example if you have the 

unit set to 01 and the humidity controller set to 50 set for humidify. Then at 49% RH the pump will kick on and 

at 51% RH the pump would kick off. *Please note some fluctuation under and over these numbers is normal.  

      

LS - This is the low setting or minimum you can lower the controller to. You can change this setting to prevent 

anyone from lowering the humidity level of the controller. The low setting is currently set to 01%. This only 

prevents the low parameter setting of the controller from being lowered and does not change the desired set 

humidity level. If you have small children or you are afraid the controller settings could be tampered with we 



recommend setting this to your lowest setting acceptable for your babies. (Example: 40% RH setting for 

newborns)      

      

HS - This is the high setting or maximum you can lower the controller to. You can change this setting to 

prevent anyone from raising the humidity level of the controller. The high setting is currently set to 99%. This 

only prevents the high parameter setting of the controller from being raised and does not change the desired 

set humidity level. If you have small children or you are afraid the controller settings could be tampered with 

we recommend setting this to your highest setting acceptable for your babies. (Example: 60% RH setting for 

newborns)      

      

CA - This is the calibration setting of the controller. You can set this to a negative or positive number if you 

believe the sensor is off. This will allow you to adjust if the sensor is reading incorrectly. (Example: The unit is 

reading 50% RH and you know the humidity is 52% RH internally. You would set the CA to +2.0 to allow for this 

adjustment of the sensor so it is reading correctly). The controllers are calibrated from the manufacturer and 

preset to      

0.0 assuming the sensor is precisely correct.      

      

P7 - P7 is used as a delay function for this unit and controls the pump or whatever is plugged into the ‘P’ side. 

This is set to 0 as we do not want a delay in kicking on. If you want to set the delay for the pump to come on or 

other device this setting is configured in minutes.        

      

Connections for the digital humidity system: The connections for the digital humidity system in our incubators 

are as follows:       

      

Humidity Sensor: This is the yellow, red, and black cord with the large black sensor on the end. This should 

pressure fit into the larger black grommet located at the back side of the unit under the cooling fan. This is a 

place holder and the sensor needs to be about 3/4 of the way inside the incubator.  

      

Silver Sensor – This sensor can be installed in the white grommet on the left hand side when looking at the 

back of the unit. Please push this sensor in through the back of the incubator until you can no longer see any 

silver part. The grommet while hold the sensor in place. 

      

Power cord – This is the large black 3 prong grounded cord found wrapped with the humidity controller inside 

the incubator. If you ordered the digital humidity system you will have two cords (one for the Digital 

Temperature Controller and one for the Digital Humidity Controller). This is the power cord for the box and 

should be plugged into US 110-120v power surge protector. Any other power source is unacceptable to use 

without the proper power transformer to step down the current to the 110-120v the controller uses. If you 

ordered this system you can plug the power cord for the digital temperature controller into the outlet marked 

with a yellow dot found on the back of the digital humidity controller (which has constant power). This allows 

you to only use the power cord from the digital humidity controller plugged into your surge protector so there 

is only one power cord to plug in. You can also use the outlet to run a small night light for the outside of the 

unit or similar small wattage device. We do not recommend anything over 5 watts. 

      



Outlet Plate – The digital humidity controller has two outlets on back of the controller box. The green one is 

marked ‘P’ which stands for pump. This is where your humidity pump (if using the unit to humidify) will plug 

into. You can also use it to dehumidify (C setting see above) and you would plug in a dehumidification device 

into this outlet. The second outlet which has a yellow dot has power going to it all the time. You can plug in 

the power cord from your temperature controller box here (this way you only have one power cord to the 

wall) or you can use it to plug in a night light, etc.       

      

 

Humidity Pump (included in the digital humidity system) – Please read and follow the instructions included 

with the humidity pump. Make sure to only used distilled water in the reservoir filling it from the bottom of 

the reservoir. There is a cap with a button on it that unscrews, water should only be filled from here and you 

should only use distilled water as other forms of water can cause calcium and lime build up inside the pump 

and burn it out. This is not covered under warranty. Please make sure to never fill the pump from the top of 

the reservoir as this is the output flow for the humidifier and it can damage the pump by filling it with water 

here and cause the pump to malfunction. There is protection built into the pump float that will automatically 

shut power off to the pump to protect it when it is dry. This keeps the pump from burning up and is a great 

safety feature. Make sure you are using attachments properly for optimum performance. The tubing is 

adjustable and should be kept at a minimal length and constant decline back to the pump with no ‘low spots’ 

in the tubing. Finally make sure to set the dial on the front of the pump to the highest position and then start 

to make any adjustments to the dial to keep humidity fluctuation to a minimum. The pump should be plugged 

into the outlet marked with a green dot “P” found at the back of the digital humidity controller. Please note, 

there is also an on/off switch located at the back of the pump. The pump will turn on/off automatically via an 

internal switch inside the digital humidity controller. Please note that if the humidity is greater than the 

setting the pump will not turn on. The humidity must drop below 1% (if the “d” setting internally is set to 1%) 

before the switch inside the controller will close making connection and then in return passing power through 

to the pump turning it on. It is a simple on/off mechanism much like a light switch. 

      

Tubing – You must keep the humidity pump top lower than the bottom of the incubator so that gravity feeds 

the excess moisture back into the pump. Please keep the tubing as short as possible and running on a direct 

decline back to the pump. If you do not do this, it will build up condensation in the tubing blocking the 

humidity from reaching the incubator. Doing this will keep any condensation from building up in the lines and 

clogging the line with water. You will need to adjust the tubing so that it does not kink and runs at a decline 

back to the pump. We always recommend keeping the pump lower than the incubator. We suggest using the 

front hole for the humidity tubing as it will not affect the sensors in the back. Plug the pump into the humidity 

control on the green ‘P’ side which represents pump. Adjust the dial on the pump to keep fluctuations in 

humidity inside the incubator to a minimum. The pump will turn on/off as required and according the settings 

the digital humidity controller.      

      

If you have any questions or concerns about setting your controller or installing the digital humidity system, 

please visit the product page to see videos or contact the distributor or supplier where purchased. Thank you.  


